Abstract.-We have been making measurements between 1.4 and 4.2 K on the attenuation of ultrasonic surface waves produced by proximity effect "sandwiches", in which a superconducting Pb film is coated with a layer of Cu or Ag, as a function of layer thickness and temperature. A regular pattern of behaviour is observed for the two types of specimen which does not seem to be explicable by any of the existing theories.
We present here some results for the attenuation of ultrasonic surface waves at 100 MHz in PbCu and PbAg "sandwiches" made from rather "clean"
films. This technique has been pioneered by Kratzig /!/ who worked with "dirty" films in which H <<? n c where 5 is the coherence length in ideal pure material hv_/(2irkT)'. There is as yet no theory of ultrasonic r attenuation that can be applied to the circumstances of our experiments. A pattern of behaviour is revealed in our experiments which is sufficiently simple and reproducible to suggest that a theoretical interpretation might well be found for -it eventually.
Our results for a , the increase in atten nuation at the low magnetic field transition when the superconductivity induced in the N layer (Cu or Ag) is destroyed, are shown in figures 1 and 2 : they have been reduced to a common relative scale by making use of the further increase a s that takes place at a higher field when the S film (Pb) becomes normal. The reduced N layer attenuation A =a* /a*, where a* = a./(l.d.). It is evir n s l ill dent that for any given specimen, except for the thinner layers at the low temperature end of our range, the points cluster around a straight line through the origin when a (or A ) is plotted against 1/T. The PbAg data is consistent with the assumption that the deviations from 1/T behaviour take place tan going over from the "clean" to the "dirty" regime as 1/T increases, but for PbCu they do not. Thus it may be that in general the range of the 1/T regime is determined by parameter?
other than £ /l . c n
The closeness of the points plotted in figure 3 to the straight lines we have drawn suggests Table I The thickness dn and Mean free path In in the N layer; arranged for both sets of specimens in order of the ratio dn/ln decreasing.
